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Professor Lini Polin conducts a Yang-style Taichi demonstration.

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
DR. NADIA YAQUB
As I write this, my term as chair is coming to an end.
Beginning July 1, Morgan Pitelka will take over as chair.
A historian with expertise on sixteenth-century Japan,
Morgan brings extensive administrative experience to
the position, having served as director of the Carolina
Asia Center for six years, and as chair of his home
department at Occidental College before coming to
UNC in 2010. Morgan will work closely with
department manager Lori Harris and with Robin Visser,
who will continue in her role as associate chair. I am
very happy to be leaving the department in such
capable hands.
Looking back, I am amazed at what our department
has accomplished during the past five years. We
created two new staff positions and hired six new
faculty members. Twelve faculty members were
promoted and fourteen were awarded competitive
research leaves and prestigious visiting professorships.
We published twelve books and organized
innumerable events for our students. We created three
new minor tracks and a new major track and
graduated 629 majors and minors, many of whom
have earned honors themselves, including 14 honors
theses, two chancellor’s awards, and a range of
prestigious post-baccalaureate scholarships.
2018-19 was a particularly rewarding year. We spent a
great deal of time and attention working on our MA
program. Our “Request to Establish” document was
approved this spring by the Graduate School and the
College of Arts and Sciences. The next step will be
reviews by the provost’s office and the board of
governors. If all goes as planned, our first cohort of
graduate students will enroll in fall 2021. Robin Visser
and Yaron Shemer provided extraordinary leadership
during this process, but the graduate program really
has been a team effort with faculty from every
program actively engaged in its conceptualization and
curriculum development.
We also conducted a successful search for an assistant
professor of Arab Studies and very much look forward
to welcoming our new hire, Dr. Ana Vinea, to campus
in January. As a medical anthropologist, Ana will help
us to build on the strengths of the Arabic program and
grow in exciting new directions.

After many years of petitioning to the College, we were
finally granted permission to add a new staff member
to the department’s administration, a development that
will go a long way toward addressing our severe
understaffing. This new position has led to a
restructuring of the department. Administrative support
associate Ash Barnes has taken on the role of the
department’s first full-time student services specialist.
We were very excited to welcome Melissa Isiguzo as our
new administrative support associate in April. This new
configuration will allow us to better serve students and
devote more time and attention to long-term planning
and development.
Unfortunately, we are also losing two excellent
colleagues this year. Fadi Bardawil has resigned from
UNC to take a position as assistant professor at Duke. He
will be sorely missed, especially within the Arabic
program. Jan Bardsley, one of our longest serving
faculty members and former department chair, is
retiring at the end of June. Jan has been a dynamic
presence on campus since 1994. It is hard to imagine
UNC, and in particular the Japan program, without her.
She will retain her affiliation with the department as an
emerita professor and, I hope, stop by from time to
time to participate in department celebrations and
other gatherings.

Sincerely,
Nadia Yaqub
Chair

FACULTY HONORS
Uffe Bergeton has been promoted to associate
professor with tenure.
Shahla Adel, John Caldwell, and Hanna Sprintzik
have all been promoted to the rank of teaching
associate professor.
Li-ling Hsiao has been appointed associate dean and
director of first-year curricula.
Ji-Yeon Jo has been appointed director of the
Carolina Asia Center.
Pamela Lothspeich has been appointed director of
new faculty programs for the Institute for the Arts
and Humanities.
Pamela Lothspeich has been awarded a National
Humanities Center Fellowship for 2019-20.
Uffe Bergeton has been awarded a Henry Luce
Foundation/ACLS Program in China Studies,
Collaborative Reading-Workshop Grant to fund his
project “How Can We Talk about the Ritual of Yin?
Warring States’ Perceptions of Shang Civilization in
the Light of the Tsinghua Manuscripts.”
Morgan Pitelka has been appointed co-editor of the
Journal of Japanese Studies and member of the
advisory committee for the Japan Foundation.
Nadia Yaqub has been elected to the board of
directors for the Middle East Studies Association.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
IN ASIAN STUDIES
New technologies are allowing universities to
develop new methods for teaching and research
and Asian Studies has been taking advantage of
several opportunities to innovate in these areas.
For the past four years the Department has used
distance learning technology to offer Turkish
language courses jointly with Duke. In fall 2018,
the Department expanded that program to
include Persian language courses. The
collaboration allows both campuses to offer
three years of language students in both
languages on both campuses. Building on this
success, Asian Studies plans on offering Hebrew
language courses to students across the UNC
system. UNC is the only campus within the
system to offer Hebrew language instruction.
Distance learning technology will allow us to
meet student demand across the state.
Digital technologies, including analysis of large
data sets and new presentation methods are also
transforming humanities scholarship. Our faculty
are taking advantage of these tools to ask and
answer questions that could not previously be
addressed and teaching students to use such
tools in their writing and research assignments.
Examples of our faculty work in these areas
include a final research project in Dwayne Dixon’s
course "Embodying Japan" (JAPN 482) in which
students used the Scalar platform to network
their final research and writing collaboratively.
Uffe Bergeton uses machine learning to arrive at
new understandings of ancient Chinese texts.

ASIAN STUDIES FACULTY ORGANIZE MAJOR
EVENTS WORLDWIDE
Asian Studies faculty have a strong history of organizing events that enrich the intellectual life on campus
and strengthen connections with scholars around the globe. This year faculty were particularly active in
this area, playing lead roles in several major cultural and academic initiatives. These include:
Archaeological Texts and Textual Archaeology: Warring States Representations of the Past, a
conference co-organized by Uffe Bergeton at Academia Sinica in Taipei, Taiwan in June 2018.
Arab Women and Transgression, a symposium organized by Jan Bardsley at Ochanomizu University in
Tokyo, Japan in October 2018.
Transnational Korean Cinema and Media, a conference at UNC organized by Ji-Yeon Jo in March 2019.
Palace-Cities in Europe and Japan, a conference co-organized by Morgan Pitelka in Budapest, Hungary
in March 2019.
Beyond Despair: Theory and Practice in Environmental Humanities, a conference co-organized by
Robin Visser for the National Humanities Center in April 2019.
Gaza On Screen, a four-day film festival curated by Nadia Yaqub for Columbia University in April 2019. A
portion of the festival was also incorporated into the Conflict Over Gaza: People, Politics, and Possibilities
conference organized by the Center for Middle East and Islamic Studies.
The Philosopher and the Princess: Freedom, Love, and Democracy in Cold War Japan, a symposium
organized by Jan Bardsley at Ochanomizu University in Tokyo, Japan in May 2019 .
Racial Literacies, an ongoing Carolina seminar co-organized by Mark Driscoll, encompassing events
throughout the 2018-19 academic year.
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WELCOME, DR. ANA VINEA!
I am thrilled to be joining the Department of Asian Studies in
Spring 2020 as an assistant professor. I am a cultural
anthropologist of the Middle East with general research
and teaching interests in medicine, occult practices, and
visual culture.
My academic trajectory took me from art history to
anthropology, and from Romania to Egypt to the US. I received
my Ph.D. in Anthropology from the Graduate Center of the City
University of New York in 2015. After that, I was a postdoctoral
fellow at the Michigan Society of Fellows and taught in the
Middle East Studies department at the University of Michigan.

My current research, "Healing Dilemmas: Islam, Psychiatry, and Affliction in Contemporary Egypt," examines
revivalist Islamic therapies as prominent sites of innovation and contestation within changing medical, religious,
and media landscapes. It traces the practices and debates around a form of exorcism known as Qur’anic healing
and this therapy’s imbrications with biomedicine and psychiatry. This research was supported by the WennerGren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the National Science Foundation, the CUNY-Graduate Center,
and the University of Michigan. I am also developing a new research project that examines opiate addiction in
Egypt as a lens into the dynamics of everyday life after the 2011 uprising.
My teaching explores medicine, culture, visual arts, and religion in the modern and contemporary Arab world
from anthropological perspectives. At UNC-CH I am planning to offer classes like “Popular Culture in the Arab
World,” “Medicine and Modernity in the Arab World,” “Mind, Body, and, Bioethics in the Arab World,” and
“Everyday Life in the Arab World” among others. Regardless of the particular topic, my teaching is dedicated to
encouraging students to go beyond the many stereotypes that define public views on the Middle East and
develop a more accurate and nuanced perspective of life in the region.
I am looking forward to joining the Department of Asian Studies and to contributing to the growth of the Arab
cultures program.

ASIAN STUDIES ADDS NEW STAFF MEMBER
It has been a pleasure to join the Department of Asian
Studies as the new Administrative Support Associate this
summer. I knew I enjoyed administrative support roles
within higher education since my experience as an
undergraduate student, where I worked for the college
I attended in both the Office of Records and Registration
and the Admissions Office while earning my Bachelor of
Arts Degree. Shortly after I graduated and prior to joining
Asian Studies, I was working for the UNC Division of
Nephropathology, where I maintained the administrative
workflow of the front office. I am very pleased to continue
to work for UNC- Chapel Hill, an institution
I have only come to love more since joining the
Department of Asian Studies.
My goal is to provide the best assistance to faculty, staff,
and students for as long as I am with this department.
I understand that the job of an administrative assistant
is essential to the support of any department, as when
done well it can free up other staff and faculty to have
more creative and mental space to thrive in their
own positions.
I am thrilled to have the opportunity to contribute to
this department that has been nothing but gracious
and delightful thus far. If you ever need my help with
anything, or just want to pop in to say hi, you can
find me in the front office of New West. I would love
to meet you.

Melissa Isiguzo.
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ASIAN STUDIES FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Morgan pitelka
The city of Kyoto has undergone radical shifts in its
significance as a political and cultural center, as a hub of
the national bureaucracy, as a symbolic and religious
center, and as a site for the production and display of art.
However, the field of Japanese history and culture lacks a
book that considers Kyoto on its own terms as a historic
city with a changing identity.
Examining cultural production in the city of Kyoto in two
periods of political transition, this book promises to be a
major step forward in advancing our knowledge of
Kyoto's history and culture. Its chapters focus on two
periods in Kyoto's history in which the old capital was
politically marginalized: the early Edo period, when the
center of power shifted from the old imperial capital to
the new warriors' capital of Edo; and the Meiji period,
when the imperial court itself was moved to the new
modern center of Tokyo. The contributors argue that in
both periods the response of Kyoto elites—emperors,
courtiers, tea masters, municipal leaders, monks, and
merchants—was artistic production and cultural revival.
As an artistic, cultural, and historical study of Japan's
most important historic city, this book will be invaluable
to students and scholars of Japanese history, Asian
history, the Edo and Meiji periods, art history, visual
culture, and cultural history.

Nadia Yaqub
Palestinian cinema arose during the political cinema
movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s, yet it was
unique as an institutionalized, though modest, film effort
within the national liberation campaign of a stateless
people. Filmmakers working within the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO) and through other channels
filmed the revolution as it unfolded, including the Israeli
bombings of Palestinian refugee camps, the Jordanian and
Lebanese civil wars, and Palestinian life under Israeli
occupation, attempting to create a cinematic language
consonant with the revolution and its needs. They
experimented with form both to make effective use of
limited material and to process violent events and loss as a
means of sustaining active engagement in the Palestinian
political project.
Palestinian Cinema in the Days of Revolution presents an
in-depth study of films made between 1968 and 1982, the
filmmakers and their practices, the political and cultural
contexts in which the films were created and seen, and
their afterlives among Palestinian refugees and young
filmmakers in the twenty-first century. Nadia Yaqub
discusses how early Palestinian cinema operated within
emerging public-sector cinema industries in the Arab world,
as well as through coproductions and solidarity networks.
Her findings aid in understanding the development of
alternative cinema in the Arab world. Yaqub also
demonstrates that Palestinian filmmaking, as
a cinema movement created and sustained under
conditions of extraordinary precarity, offers important
lessons on the nature and possibilities of political
filmmaking more generally.
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ASIAN STUDIES
SPOTLIGHT:
KOREAN PROGRAM
Since 2006 when UNC first began offering Korean
language courses, our Korean program has been
growing steadily at a remarkable pace under the
capable leadership of Ji-Yeon Jo.
The Korean program now includes four full-time
faculty members, including Professors Dongsoo
Bang, Eunji Lee, and Jon Kief in addition to Dr. Jo,
and now offers a full range of language and culture
courses.
Our minor in Korean language has been
increasingly popular in recent years, and
beginning in fall 2019, students will also be able
to major in a Korean Studies track of the BA in
Asian Studies. Intensive Korean courses have been
added to our summer school offerings, and our
Korean faculty have also created a new faculty-led
study abroad program to Korea which will launch
in summer 2021.

Dr. Ji-Yeon Jo

Dr. Eunji Lee

Dr. I Jonathan Kief

Ms. Dongsoo Bang
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DR. BARDSLEY RETIRES
After 25 years at UNC, Jan Bardsley
is retiring.
As an expert in Japanese humanities and
gender studies, Jan taught many courses
and led UNC study abroad programs in
Japan three times. “Teaching and traveling
in Japan, doing field trips and interviews
together with UNC students there, always
inspired new courses to teach at Carolina
such as Japanese Theater, Women and
Work in Japan, and Japanese Fashion:
History and Culture.”
Among Jan’s fondest memories of working
with UNC students are tutorials, that is,
small-group discussions held in her office.
“Sometimes I would spend a few days
meeting all the students in class in
groups of three or four to discuss a novel.
We got to know each other and enjoyed
digging into discussion.” Students’ work
in class stands out, too. “The fresh, fun,
creative work that students did—from
skits to group exercises to research
presentations—made my day.”
As a visiting scholar this year at Ochanomizu University
Dr. Jan Bardsley.
in Tokyo, Jan has enjoyed teaching, organizing symposia,
and giving talks on her research. She drafted her next book,
a study of popular representations of Kyoto’s apprentice geisha (maiko) in Japanese fiction, film,
and manga, which draws from her longtime UNC class “Geisha in History, Fiction, and Fantasy.”
“As I write, I recall my students’ insights and questions, and that pushes me to think further.”
“I am grateful for all the support and guidance in research and teaching that UNC has provided me.
I benefitted greatly from the mentorship of my senior colleagues who initiated Asian Studies at
UNC: Miles Fletcher, Larry Kessler, Sandy Seaton, and James White. They made me feel at home.”
This fall the Japan Times, Japan’s largest English-language newspaper, recommended Jan’s first
book, The Bluestockings of Japan (2007), about the literary New Women of the 1910s. “One of my
proudest moments was receiving an award in 2012 from the President of Japan Women’s University
in Tokyo for The Bluestockings. My next research project, on the politics of fashion culture in 1950s
Japan, will build on my book, Women and Democracy in Cold War Japan (2014)."

What’s next for Jan? “I am looking forward to traveling, continuing research, and staying up with
all my friends in New West. I hope to visit Asian Studies classes as a guest lecturer.”
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ASIAN STUDIES ALUMNA NAMED
FIRST CAROLINA YENCHING SCHOLAR
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill alumna Olivia Holder will
join the fourth cohort at the Yenching Academy of Peking University
in Beijing, China, as a Yenching scholar. A Yenching Academy
scholarship offers a fully funded interdisciplinary master’s degree in
China studies. Holder will enter the program in fall 2018 with a
concentration in history and archeology. She is Carolina’s first
Yenching scholar.
Holder, from Greenville, North Carolina, graduated from UNC-Chapel
Hill in May 2018 with a bachelor’s degree in history, concentrating on
modern European history, with minors in Chinese and comparative
literature. Additionally, Holder was awarded a William D. Weir Honors
Fellowship in Asian Studies to travel to China for intensive language
study and a summer internship experience, during which Holder
interned for the Beijing Cultural Heritage Protection Center and the
LanYuan ChaShi tea house. Holder also interned at Eastern Leaves, a
tea company that owns a wild tea plantation, as a student.

Olivia Holder.

A Carolina Scholar and member of Phi Beta Kappa, Holder was awarded a Class of 1938 Fellowship to
study Chinese tea ritual and a Hogan Fellowship to research tea in London in preparation for her senior
honors thesis. Her activities on campus included Honor Court and the Ackland Student Guide program.
“I am honored to join the fourth cohort of scholars and take part in a dynamic program that uses a
unique, interdisciplinary approach to understanding China and our global world,” said Holder. “At
Yenching Academy, each scholar designs her course of study. I plan to design a course of study that
discovers the threads that connect China’s history to her present and will weave China’s future.”
“Our office just initiated the partnership with the Yenching Academy so that UNC-Chapel Hill can
nominate and endorse talented students interested in the broad, interdisciplinary master’s program that
Yenching offers. We are delighted that Olivia Holder will be the first representative of this new
partnership,” said Professor Inger Brodey, director of the Office of Distinguished Scholarships.

ASIAN STUDIES
HONORS COLLOQUIUM
Hannah Balser

Four Asian Studies students wrote and
defended honors theses and presented their
research in the annual senior honors
colloquium. Their theses are as follows:
"Magic in Japanese Pop Culture"
Hannah Balser
"Periods, Prayer, and Purity: Menstrual Health
Practices Within the Sikh Tradition"
Preeya Deol

Preeya Deol

"Speaking Feminine Virtue"
Khaleelah Elhajoui

Khaleelah Elhajoui

"Speaking the Nation: Jordanian National
Identity in the Speeches of King Abdullah II"
Maggie McKenzie

Maggie McKenzie
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10 Arabic majors and 51 minors

DID YOU KNOW?
THE ASIAN STUDIES
DEPARTMENT
PROUDLY
SUPPORTS...

55 Chinese majors and 100 minors
5 Hebrew minors
6 South Asian Studies majors and
12 Hindi-Urdu minors
24 Japanese majors and 46 minors
35 Korean minors
6 Persian minors
2 Middle Eastern Languages minors
17 Interdisciplinary Asian Studies
majors and 22 minors
...in addition to thousands of other
Carolina students who enroll in our
language and culture courses!

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUPPORT US?

